Bmw headlight wiring diagram

Bmw E90 Headlight Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified satisfactory pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the talent and signal links in the company of the devices. A wiring diagram usually
gives opinion about the relative position and union of devices and terminals on the devices, to
put up to in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would conduct yourself more
detail of the beast appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to put
the accent on interconnections beyond inborn appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to
troubleshoot problems and to create distinct that all the friends have been made and that
everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams discharge duty the approximate locations
and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and remaining electrical services in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use all right symbols for wiring
devices, usually alternating from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not
unaided put it on where something is to be installed, but after that what type of device is
physical installed. For example, a surface ceiling roomy is shown by one symbol, a recessed
ceiling vivacious has a every other symbol, and a surface fluorescent well-ventilated has other
symbol. Each type of switch has a alternative symbol and so get the various outlets. There are
symbols that achievement the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat.
A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to accept link of
the habitat to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will with count panel
schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special facilities such as
ember alarm or closed circuit television or other special services. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept
Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. E30 first appeared in January in a single version of the 2-door coupe. Only a
year later, in January , buyers had the opportunity to choose with the advent of the 4-door
sedan, which at once greatly increased the popularity of the model. In , the E30 convertible went
on sale. And only close to the end of the production of E30 Bavarians pleased generalist. True,
the luggage compartment could not boast a significant amount, but the car looked just great.
Another rare modification - the all-wheel drive model iX - borrowed the transmission from the
all-wheel drive "five" in the back of the E Produced and diesel versions of the sedan. Left ceiling
interior lighting 2. Right ceiling interior lighting 3. The high beam lamp of the left headlight 4.
High beam right headlight bulb 5. Low beam headlamp 6. Low beam headlamp bulb 7. Lamp fog
light left headlight 8. Lamp fog light right headlamp 9. Ashtray lamp Headlight Relay Relay low
beam headlights Fog light relay Indicator lamp for lighting Low-beam headlamp relay Relay low
beam right headlamp Additional resistor. Additional resistor Left front door limit switch Right
front door limit switch Rear fog light switch Front fog light switch Dipped beam switch Left rear
door limit switch Right rear door limit switch Bulb fog lamp left rear light Fog light lamp right
rear lamp. Diagnostic unit 2. Bulb light left rear light 3. Right side light lamp rear light 4. A lamp
of light of a backing of the right lamp 5. A lamp of light of a backing of the left lamp 6. The lamp
of the right ceiling of the license plate 7. The lamp of the left ceiling of the license plate 8. Block
additional braking signal 9. Lamp brake light left rear light Lamp brake light right rear lamp
Reversing light switch 1 Reversing light switch 2 Switch for rear lights and license plate light
Brake light switch Liquid level sensor in the washer tank Liquid level sensor in engine cooling
system Engine oil level sensor Rear-view mirror drive switch Rear-view mirror drive motor
Rear-view mirror drive motor optional. Instrument panel 2. Parking Brake Switch 3. Brake fluid
level sensor 4. Oil pressure sensor 5. Coolant temperature sensor 6. Brake pad wear sensor,
rear right wheel 7. Brake pad wear sensor, left front wheel 8. Fuel level sensor 1 9. Fuel level
sensor 2 Speedometer sensor Illumination of the heater control panel. Electronic engine control
unit 2. The control unit crankshaft speed 3. Temperature sensor connector 4. Connector to

Transmission Wire Harness 6. Throttle Position Sensor 7. Air flow meter 8. Crankshaft speed
sensor 9. Ignition timing sensor Relay 1 Relay 2 Oil pressure sensor Temperature sensor of the
electronic engine control unit Diagnostic connector Distribution block Battery Spark plugs.
Ignition distributor Ignition coil Starter Generator Position sensor Connector on automatic
transmission disconnected Coolant temperature sensor Fuel Injector Solenoid Connector for oil
pressure sensor Connector for temperature sensor Connector for fuel pump Socket for
connecting a warning lamp for regular maintenance Drive Contact temperature sensor. Pin
connector 2. Steering column switch 3. Instrument panel 4. Connectors position indicator
automatic transmission selector 5. Control lamp position D selector automatic transmission 6.
Control lamp of position N of the automatic transmission selector 7. Control lamp of position R
selector of automatic transmission 8. Speedometer connector 9. Steering column switch
connector Connector special. Steering column switch Connector back leading to central chati
Drive connector Clutch Lock Switch Connector A lamp of a signal of braking of the left lamp
Lamp lamp brake light right lamp Cruise control unit Power cruise control Jumper only on cars
with automatic transmission Interlock Clutch Switch. Pin connector for auxiliary equipment 3.
Pin connector of the central locking control unit 4. Central locking control unit front plate on the
A-pillar 5. Pin wire connector from the lock driver's door 6. Pin connector from control unit
central lock to the passenger door wiring 8. Pin connector for lock wiring driver's door to switch
9. Power driver door lock Microswitch pin connector passenger door lock Micro switch for
passenger door lock Pin connector electric passenger door lock Power passenger door lock
Connector 6-pin electric boot lid lock Power tailgate lock Socket 6-pin electric drive lock tank
filler Electric lock of the tank filler neck Pin connector of the electric drive of the rear left door
lock Power rear left door lock Connector 6-pin electric drive lock the rear right door Connector 7
pin rear wiring right door Connector 7 pin rear left door wiring Power lock rear right door Rear
window heater switch The control unit burglar alarm left on the steering column Socket 4 pin
wiring for relay mounting block Pin connector main wiring harness Security alarm LED Luggage
compartment lighting connector Lamp luggage compartment lighting Front left door limit switch
Front right door limit switch Rear Limit Switch left door Rear Limit Switch right door Luggage
limit switch branches Limit switch hood Rear window heater Beep LED pin connector Diode
Sound alarm left on the steering column Sound alarm connector Pin connector wiring engine
management system L-Jetronic Ignition switch Remote switch on-board computer Pin
connector wires from the ambient air temperature sensor to the onboard computer Wire
connector to ambient temperature sensor Ambient temperature sensor Pin connector wires
additional heater outdoor antenna The control unit of the heating of a parked car located under
the right seat Pin connector of the control unit Relay heater parked car Pin connector wiring
instrument panel On-board computer located on the instrument panel on the right Onboard
computer connector Pin connector instrument panel Instrument panel Pin connector digital
clock Heater wire connector Pin connector of the fuel pump wiring Heater wiring connector
Heater add-on resistor Temperature sensor Heater motor The switch of the heater of the parked
car in case of overheating Insert parked car heater Heater unit Fuel pump Contact plug remote
switch onboard computer Pin connector volume control depending on the speed Cruise control
wire connector Fuel level sensor Speed sensor Digital clock. BMW 3 E30 History. OEM BMW
E30 3 series wiring diagrams are helpful when diagnosing and troubleshooting electrical issues
or wiring electrical components. The purpose of the manual is to show electrical schematics in
a manner that makes electrical troubleshooting easier. Electrical components which work
together are shown together on one schematic. The wiper-washer schematic for example shows
all of the electrical components in one diagram. At the top of the page is the fuse positive that
powers the circuit. The flow of the current is shown through all wires, connectors, switches, and
motors to ground negative at the bottom of the page. For identification component names are
underlined and place next to or above each component. Notes are included, describing how
switches and components work. The power distribution schematic shows the current feed
through all the connections from the Battery and Alternator to each fuse and the Ignition and
Light Switches. If the Power Distribution schematic is combined with any other circuit
schematic, a complete picture is made of how that circuit works. The Ground Distribution
schematics show how several circuits are connected to common grounds. All wiring between
components is shown exactly as it exists in the vehicle; however, the wiring is not drawn to
scale. To aid in understanding electrical operation, wiring inside complicated components has
been simplified. Horsepower vs Torque Basics Explained. E36 S54 radiator upgrade,
modification. E30 i. E30 E30 M3. E30 iX. E30 i Convertible. E30 iC. Log in or Join. Adventure
Rider. Steve in OC , Sep 27, It had been disassembled over fifteen years ago, for a motor rebuild
and other refurbishment. The guy lost interest halfway through the process and stashed it in the
corner of his woodworking shop. When I came over to see it, it was basically a dozen boxes full

of loose parts, all nicely covered in a thick layer of sawdust. After a few hours of work, it's now
a rolling basket case: Now, to the point of my post: I need some help assembling the headlight
innards. Here's what I have: I also have a contact plate: I also have a flasher relay and a
headlight relay. Three questions: 1: Can anyone tell me exactly where the contact plate and the
relays are supposed to be fastened inside the headlight shell? The Clymer manual was no help
on this. If someone has a photo of the inside of a R90 headlight bucket, showing where the
various bits are fastened, that would be great. Can anyone direct me to some info telling me
how to connect all the wires? The main harness has 17 wires, and the handlebar switches have
7 and 9 wires. No idea how to connect them where they belong. What are the parts marked 8 and
11 in this diagram? I Any help will be greatly appreciated! Boxer Metal , Sep 27, The board is
mounted at the back of the bucket with two short chrome philips head screws 2. Follow the
color coding on your wires into the board. Some plug into the headlight relay and turn signal
relay which you can figure out from the repair manual 3. Rob Farmer , Sep 27, The aluminium
bracket on the inside left of you photograph is the mounting point for the indicator relay. The
main wiring loop comes in at the bottom of the headlight and is secured by the metal loops,
inside the shell, at the 7 and 12 O' clock positions. The black plastic sheathing should be in
place here. Your loom looks like it's routed incorrectly and doesn't have enough slack to loop
round inside the headlight. Your going to have to pull that back and route it correctly though the
frames headstock so that it comes in under the headlight and on the top side of the bottom
yoke. Once you get the routing in correctly the loom will loop round the headlight and drop
down ready for connection to the circuit board. The headlight bulb has it's own connector that
plugs onto the circuit board. Tarin , Sep 27, Joined: May 10, Oddometer: 72 Location: Tijuana.
Stolen from Blaine's thread Can be bought over the net easy enough, and cheap enough. They
reach right to the back of the shell with ease. Joined: Jul 14, Oddometer: 1, Location:
Melbourne. ADV Sponsors. LonerDave , Sep 28, Happy to send larger files and shots from
different angles via PM? Headlight bucket wiring R90 JPG File size: Boxer Metal , Sep 28, He is a
big contributor here on Old Cool. Steve in OC , Sep 28, Thanks, guys! Great info, just what I
needed. I'm going to try to finish up the wiring now that I have those example photos to work off
of. Fraje , May 20, Joined: May 19, Oddometer: Hi, New to the forum and to the MC world. Got
the electric stuff going but experience problems with the headlight. No parking light, half-beam
works as does the high-beam 'blink' don't know what's called but not high-beam. Looking in the
photos above and reading online there is talk regarding the headlight relay this i do not have
installed today as it did not come with the spare parts , is this something that could be the root
cause to my high-beam problem or is the relay just a way to lower the power in the system? Can
see that this tread has been inactive for quite some time, but hoping that someone might help
me as well. Hope to hear from you guys BR, Frans. Fraje, I see you are a noob around here You
ask good questions, what I suggest is that you start your own thread with the questions, but do
it on the Airheads sub-forum Joined: Dec 2, Oddometer: Bigger Al likes this. You must log in or
sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your
password? Clicking on them at every visit helps support this website! Clicking on something
inside an advertisement helps even more! For history and how I run this website: donating.
Often the questions involved misunderstanding why the existing stock headlight relay does not
automatically take care of wear on the switchgear. The reason is that the stock headlight relay
does not do what many think it does, at least on most, especially later, Airhead models.
Variances of these sorts of questions have come up many times, often on the Airheads LIST,
but also on various other forums, and even for other BMW models. It is important to know that
the primary purpose of the stock headlight relay FROM is to turn off the headlight, leaving the
dash lights and rear running lamp on , during the time the starter motor is actually cranking the
engine. The stock headlight relay from also does not switch between high or low beams. The
relay switches the headlight off during cranking, and that's all. NOTE that the high beam flasher
function remains, due to a separate green wire from the ignition switch, as a separate circuit. On
some Airheads, the high beam flasher button 'passing lamp' function MAY be available with the
ignition off. It is a matter of where a green-colored wire goes to. It is easy to move a green wire
at the ignition switch, and thereby have the ignition be ON, but the headlight OFF, in the PARK
function, but there is more to this, and that is not the point of this article. It is not designed to
handle high-powered headlamps, and it would have been, This is not difficult to accomplish,
and such as the Eastern Beaver kit does it. With that kit installed or, your own two relays , the
bars light switch s would only pass current to the extra relay's COILS. This means that using
accessory relays will reduce wear on the left switchgear even with the stock headlight; and
usually will increase light output due to a more direct current path, by raising the headlight
voltage slightly. Sources for adding relays are any auto-parts store. However, There are many
variations of the handlebars-mounted switch gear. Complications can be many From beginning

of the Airheads with the models, generally through , the switches had black levers. The turn
signal switch was on the right side, as was the start button. On the left side were the horn and
lights. You might have different versions than I indicate above, and many old switch gear items
are no longer available Versatile relays that work fine for most functions on your motorcycle,
such as switching lamps, running horns, etc. Similar inexpensive relays with DPDT, etc. Some
stock BMW headlight relays have a diode inside some have two. The BMW relays are pricey.
You can substitute, and add a diode if you need the instruments and want the stock function of
keeping running lamps illuminated during cranking. If you are the inquisitive type, you will want
to read all the rest of this article; and, perhaps, as I suggest The Headlight relay function was
totally different before ; and changed to a new function from through most of , after which it
changed somewhat again. The switch was mounted on top of the headlight bucket. The
'peg-key' operated the internal switch that controlled lights and ignition directly, without any
relay. In BMW used a separate lights switch on the handlebar. BMW also added a headlight
relay. The headlight relay did not bypass all the current at the bars switch BMW never fixed that,
or even tried to, until it changed the wiring fully on the RGS with a load relay function. It is too
messy to get into here. Thereafter, the wiring changed more, and the relay was then renamed
the Load Relay or, Load-Shed Relay. This sketch was never published until now, here. The
sketch was originally intended to be cleaned-up so it looks nice, and placed into the next
printing, or as an addendum, or? That was I suggest that, at this point, you click on the just
below link, and copy and print the schematic so as to better follow-along with the explanations.
Yes, it's messy, because I never got around to making a nice version. You wanna? In the normal
mode of the headlight relay, with the engine running; or, ignition on and starter not energized
for cranking; the relay coil is energized. The battery feeds two "arms" of the switch contacts
inside the headlight relay. The connection for the battery to the relay is a red wire, and the
associated relay terminal is One of the contacts is touching contact connection 87b that has a
grey wire. That gray wire goes to the dash instruments lamps and rear running lamp. The diode
is connected with its anode side to that terminal 86, and the cathode side is to that mentioned
87b 87B in the sketch. The other relay switch contact also connects to terminal 30, but is
touching the contact that connects to the yellow-white wire, which is terminal This yellow-white
wire is the one that supplies power to the headlight switch assembly on the handlebars. That
assembly has the switch that controls hi and lo beams, but also has a momentary switch to
flash-to-pass or, just call it the hi beam momentary switch. A separate green wire from the
ignition switch connects to that section of the switch, which allows the hi beam switch to work
no matter the power or not to the headlight relay coil. See the sketch. The headlight relay wire I
have not yet mentioned is the black wire from terminal 85 of the relay. This wire connects to the
starter motor. The internal diode keeps the dash and running lamps on during cranking, but the
headlamp is turned off by the relay. There is a minor complication that I will mention, since
some sharp-eyed person might. There may be a second diode in this black wire circuit. It could
be inside the relay very late models , or elsewhere's. It's function is not important here, other
than to mention that it prevents a situation where the system could become self-energizing.
Thus, the headlight relay is energized, and the headlight is on. When the starter is energized,
the relay coil is not energized no voltage drop , the contacts open, and the diode provides
power to the dash and running lamps. The lights switch : Feeding the lights switch with power
is the yellow-white wire from terminal 87; as previously noted. That wire is not energized when
the relay coil is not energized. Thus, there is no power to yellow-white wire through the relay if
the key switch is off. There are two versions of the Hi-Lo beams bars switch wiring to the
headlight bucket and ignition switch. Your BMW owners manual schematic may well show the
wrong one! It is not easy to find the schematics for both versions, to see side by side. Both
types have been shipped to the USA and elsewhere's! It is a matter of where a green wire from
the headlights switch is connected. Usually, for USA-shipped-bikes, that green wire from the
headlight switch assembly is connected to the output side of the ignition switch. Thus, the
headlight switch has power. I have seen one other version, and am not sure it is stock. This
Airhead could have its ignition key removed in the Park position. Some folks have made a small
wiring change, moving a single wire of the push-on type in the headlight bucket. This can
enable the ignition to be on in the Park function This leaves the headlamp bulb itself not
powered in the Park position. Thus, they can drive with a fairly bright headlight 10 watt quartz ,
and save 45 watts, for such as accessories or better alternator functioning, or call it better
battery charging. I am not getting into that here, other than to mention it, as it may slightly
confuse those trying to follow my wiring and explanations if they don't know about someone
modifying their bike before they purchased it. It was somewhat popular to do this. There are two
sections to the headlight switch on the handlebars, and they are mechanically interconnected.
This is a spring loaded switch in its down position. Up is constant high beam, middle position is

constant low beam, and pushed downwards spring loaded to go back up to mid-position is the
flashing position as in flash-to-pass. That section gets power from both the relay terminal 87
yellow-white wire and the mentioned green wire going to the ignition switch. The 'arm' of this
side of that switch simply selects high beam momentary flashing mode or not So, this is a
switch section that does not appreciate you changing to a high power headlight lamp, as the
current draw is excessive on such a lamp, hence the reason added relays are needed, to avoid
wearing out that on-bars switch, as the contacts on the switch are not massive. NOTES: The
headlamp lighting switch lower right hand corner of the sketch shows the switch resting in the
Lo beam normal position which the center of the rocker positions. The switch is quite special,
and there is an internal jumper between the metallic parts which are inked in the sketch as
rather solid. The non-metallic part is an empty area. The jumper can be seen running
horizontally from the left to the right rockers, across through the center point. In the Lo beam,
the relay contacts are closed, and currnet leaves terminal 87 from the relay, to the switch left
side, across the jumper to the right side to the inked-in area to the Lo beam yellow wire to the
lamp itself. Note that the white Hi beam wire is disconnected entirely. Still looking at the sketch
you downloaded and printed, if you swing the rocker clockwise as shown in the sketch, the
inked-in part on the left side rocker allows steady all the time 12 volts to go ACROSS the switch
internal jumper to the right side. At the right side the metallic part is now in the lower position
and energizes the hi beam only, but does this using the direct from battery green wire. With this
particular version, you can get momentary Hi beam, with the key out of the motorcycle, at any
time. If you swing the rocker counter-clockwise as shown in the sketch, the left rocker segment
STILL maintains contact with the yellow-white wire from the relay This would be with the key on
and the switch in the fixed Hi beam position. In this case, the 12 volts for the Hi beam must
come from the relay, unlike the momentary position in which case it comes direct from the
battery. This was done to avoid accidental steady-on Hi beam with the key off the motorcycle.
This avoids someone playing with the bike while you are not there Measurements have been
done that show that the Hi beam has a slightly higher voltage in the momentary flash position
The Eastern Beaver relays system eliminates that, and increases lamps output also, in all
positions. Finally, if the diode in the relay SHORTS, a backpath of current, relay closed, can
produce 12 volts to terminal 86 and 30, keeping the circuitry powered even if the key switch is
OFF. This will result in you being unable to turn off the engine, until the battery was
disconnected. This will repeat at the next start-up, so you must change the diode or get a new
relay. The other section of the bars switch also has the "I don't like high powered lamps"
problem Note that the flashing function is separate, and the headlight relay is not electrically in
the actual function of the flashing portion, due to the two paths for power to the bars switch.
Thus, both sections of the handlebars switch must pass all of the headlight current. That is why
the switch generally, but not always, tends to fail from use of higher wattage headlamps. This is
a re-said differently section of what is in 6. Rarely this has happened, but when it does, it will
bug you as to the cause. If the diode in the headlight relay shorts, then the bike engine, once
started and running, will stay running even if you turn the key off The situation repeats after the
next startup. Because diodes tend to fail from either electric current excesses OR, electric
voltage spikes THAT was mostly fixed in the last of the relays that incorporated a second diode.
I gather that the US imports were headlight on with ignition switch on. Is that right? I have read
about this wiring setup before, and each time my mind just shies away from the idea of ground
earth and hot wires at the same terminal. Let me see if I understand this correctly just for my
own edification. Red, brown or something else? Terminals 85 and 86 are the relay's solenoid
coil connections. On most relays, those are completely isolated and independent Not so on later
Airhead headlight relays There is a page on my website that describes DIN standards for wire
color codes, if you are curious as to what colors mean. More on that page too about wiring. That
black wire, in the wiring loom, typically physically ends at the starter relay, NOT at the actual
starter or starter solenoid. Electrically, it is the same place. When the key is turned ON, the
headlight relay coil gets power to terminal Terminal 85 is grounded early models with headlight
relay , or, goes to the starter motor via the starter relay connection point later models with
headlight relay. The starter relay connection point I am talking about is the the output of that
starter relay. That energizes the solenoid, and the starter hopefully starts rotating. If you have
followed all this, you will understand that when not cranking, but ignition is on, the headlight
relay coil is energized, and you then know which contacts are closed! If I remember correctly,
the transition year for wiring that headlight relay to the starter motor began with the model year,
and a year later, in , the diode was installed in the relay. There were some anomalies. There are
some strange anomalies, besides the R The most complicated one I know about is for the RT
models when they have the swing-out 'fog lamps' in the fairing I have an article on the website
that describes all this, if one needs the information. It may buzz your brain though. Please refer

to item 6 in the following article, it explains the headlight relay operation somewhat differently,
and if you are having problems following all the above, using the bike schematic diagram, this
might help you! Knowledge Base. By AustrianVespaGuy. While the electrical system of the is no
Lucas catastrophe, it's still 60's level technology and has its fair share of shortcomings. I'll
refrain from labeling it 'poorly designed,' but the headlight circuit is one of the primary electrical
systems that has lots of 'room for improvement. A quick note on wiring. Generally speaking,
Germans are clever, organized people, and this shows in the wiring. Here are some of the more
subtle but clever points to keep in mind when looking at the wiring diagram:. These are the ones
to be careful with. Don't short one and blow up your battery! Screwing up and shorting one of
these wires will likely damage something. Every electrical component on the car eventually
terminates to ground via one of these brown wires You probably already knew this one! Here's
the 'proper' current path for the low beams, traced in blue, from the battery, through the relay, to
the fuse, to the headlight, and finally to ground:. In comparison, here's the path for the high
beams from the battery, through the switches, to the fuse, to the headlight, and finally to
ground:. Not as pretty, right? No that we know what we do and don't want, here's how to go
about fixing things. The simplest method, and what I recommend to everyone whether
upgrading anything else or not, is to add in a relay for the high beams. This is the right way to
do things, for both legal and practical reasons. If you're planning to upgrade to H4 or similar
higher output headlights, most would advocate replacing the existing wiring to the lights
themselves with new, larger gauge wire. This is because the overall run of the wiring from the
battery to the lights to ground is now much shorter than the original path that went all the way
up through the switches and back again. Now that we have the main lights all sorted out, it's
time to move on to adding those beautiful auxiliary lights on to our s! Here there are basically
two options: fog lights and driving lights. But which ones do you want? Driving lights, on the
other hand, are more like high beams and are aimed higher and are meant to provide additional
illumination down-road in the dark when weather conditions are more favorable and there is not
any oncoming traffic to worry about blinding. This also means I don't even need to run a
separate switch for them, as they just use the existing high beam switch. If you don't care about
DRL functionality, then you can simply add in a relay, again run a new red wire straight from the
battery to supply the power, and use this connector to trigger the relay coil, and you're done!
Now, you will have a relay that provides power only when the ignition is on that you can use for
all sorts of things, such as the power source for these DRLs! But when the high beams are
switched on, the relay switches the path and the lights are instead powered in parallel, thus:.
Well, I hope that some of you find all of this helpful, and are able to use this knowledge to make
your cars brighter and more enjoyable! Feel free to comment or PM me if you find any errors or
have further questions! I'm not sure whose specifically I used shots of here in this write-up, but
you all deserve thanks for your efforts! Posted May 31, I just got the headlights working on my
I'll refer to this article when I get around to re-doing my wiring! Posted June 8, Carl - you
obviously put a lot of effort into this writeup, superb job. Only one comment, you were being too
PC, it is a very poor originally designed circuit. You're right Eulean, 'room for improvement' is
probably a bit of an understatement, it really is pretty crappy. But at least the rest of the
electrical system is, at least in my opinion, a bit better than most of the 's contemporary cars!
But glad you like it and I hope some people find it helpful! Posted October 26, Posted December
18, I'm in process of slowly upgrading the well abused electrics and gearbox etc on my 02 Baur.
Thank You! You're more than welcome RogL , glad to know this is being helpful to people! You
can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account.
Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it will be visible. Paste as plain text
instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert
images from URL. Show all categories. We have placed cookies on your device to help make
this website better. You can adjust your cookie settings , otherwise we'll assume you're okay to
continue. Followers Here are some of the more subtle but clever points to keep in mind when
looking at the wiring diagram: 1. The Solution: No that we know what we do and don't want,
here's how to go about fixing things. Go to articles. Recommended Comments. Rich Elliott 48
Posted May 31, Link to comment Share on other sites. AustrianVespaGuy Posted June 8, I wish
i found this before I started RogL 0 Posted December 18, AustrianVespaGuy Posted December
18, Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Add a comment Insert image
from URL. Sign In Sign Up. Important Information We have placed cookies on your device to
help make this website better. I accept. With such an illustrative guidebook, you are going to
have the ability to troubleshoot, avoid, and total your tasks without difficulty. Not only will it
enable you to attain your required results quicker, but additionally make the whole process less
difficult for everybody. This book can demonstrate to become the right device for all those who
desire to produce a well-organized and well-planned functioning atmosphere. Wiring Diagram

comes with several easy to adhere to Wiring Diagram Guidelines. It is meant to assist each of
the average consumer in building a correct method. These directions will probably be easy to
comprehend and use. Wiring Diagram includes several detailed illustrations that display the
relationship of varied products. It includes guidelines and diagrams for various kinds of wiring
techniques as well as other items like lights, windows, etc. The book features a great deal of
sensible strategies for numerous circumstances that you may experience when you are working
with wiring problems. Every one of these ideas are illustrated with useful illustrations. Wiring
Diagram not just offers in depth illustrations of what you can do, but in addition the methods
you need to stick to while carrying out so. Not merely are you able to find numerous diagrams,
however, you may also get step-by-step directions to get a certain project or subject that you
would prefer to know more details on. In addition, Wiring Diagram provides you with enough
time body by which the projects are to become finished. You will be in a position to understand
precisely when the projects ought to be accomplished, which makes it easier for you personally
to properly handle your time and effort. Wiring diagram also offers useful suggestions for
assignments that might need some added tools. This e-book even includes recommendations
for extra materials that you might want to be able to finish your tasks. It will be able to offer you
with additional equipment like conductive tape, screwdrivers, wire nuts, and so forth. It will also
include provides you might have to total straightforward projects. Wiring Diagram includes the
two examples and step-by-step instructions that might allow you to definitely truly construct
your undertaking. This is beneficial for each the folks and for specialists that are looking for
more in
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formation on how to established up a operating environment. Wiring Diagrams are made to be
easy to know and easy to create. You are able to locate this guide easy to utilize as well as
extremely affordable. You can usually depend on Wiring Diagram being an essential reference
that may help you conserve time and money. No matter what you will need it for, you are able to
often discover a listing of different supplies that you will want to accomplish a task. Moreover,
this guide provides useful recommendations for a lot of various tasks which you will probably
be capable to complete. Not just will it enable you to achieve yourâ€¦. With such an illustrative
manual, you will be capable of troubleshoot, prevent, and complete your assignments with
ease. Not only will it help you accomplish your desired results more quickly,â€¦. With this kind
of an illustrative guide, you will be able to troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your assignments
easily. Not only will it assist you to attain yourâ€¦.

